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Abstract. Whether monochromatic, pulsed, or even constant and crossed, the field used to
describe the interaction of charged fermions with an intense laser beam is mainly assumed to
be of plane-wave form. We consider a simple extension to plane-wave fields and consider a
scalar particle in a non-lightlike, univariate and transverse propagating electromagnetic wave.
The existence of some known exact solutions in this case allows us to analyse various proposed
approximations in the literature as well as the plane wave model. The results also describe some
of the quantum dynamics of a scalar particle in a standing wave background.
1. Introduction
We wish to calculate the behaviour of an electron in a realistic external electromagnetic (EM)
field. There are few classes of external field, for which the Dirac equation has been solved an-
alytically. One example is the solution to the Dirac equation in a plane wave background, the
so-called “Volkov solution” [1]. This solution is central to the plane wave model of laser-based
strong-field quantum electrodynamics (SFQED) and has dominated calculations for the last few
decades (more detail on SFQED can be found in reviews [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]). However, to acquire
the high field intensities in experiment, a laser beam has structure in both space, via focussing,
and time, via pulse compression, so is clearly not a plane wave. To assess whether the plane
wave model is a good approximation for SFQED processes in highly intense laser pulses, one
should be able to find the plane wave limit from more complicated backgrounds and investigate
its domain of applicability.
The standard argument of the plane wave model is the following [2]. QED is a covariant
theory, so the probability of any process PQED can be written entirely in terms of relativistic
invariants. The natural field scale is given by the “Schwinger” field Ecr = m
2c3/eh¯, wherem and
e are the mass and charge of a positron (from here on, we set c, the speed of light in vacuo and h¯,
Planck’s constant to the values c = h¯ = 1). Then the relevant field invariants are the usual EM
invariants, scaled by the Schwinger field F = −e2FµνFµν/4m4 and G = −e2FµνF ∗µν/4m4, where
Fµν and F
∗
µν are the Faraday tensor and its dual [8]. Two further invariants can be defined. The
intensity parameter ξ = e
√
〈p · T (ϕ) · p〉ϕ/m (k · p) [9] where T µν = (F 2)µν − ηµν trF 2/4 is the
energy-momentum tensor [8], 〈·〉ϕ indicates a cycle-average over ϕ, p is the electron momentum
and k is the external-field wavevector, quantifies the work done by the external field over a
Compton wavelength in units of a the field’s photon energy. The energy parameter η = k · p/m2
quantifies the seed particle energy. Most discussions of the plane wave model choose the quan-
tum parameter χ = ηξ instead of η, so we choose that here as well. Then probabilities in QED
can be written PQED = PQED(ξ, η,F ,G). Typical laser intensities (to the best of our knowledge
the highest recorded is 2 × 1022Wcm−2 at the HERCULES laser [10]), are much less than the
equivalent Schwinger intensity for a linearly-polarised pulse: Icr = 4.6×1029Wcm−2, and so one
can assume F , G are the smallest parameters. This allows one to Taylor-expand probabilities in
these parameters and assuming they enter only perturbatively, or that their non-perturbative
contribution is vanishingly small, PQED(ξ, ξ η,F ,G) ≈ PQED(ξ, ξ η, 0, 0). This implies that when
F ,G ≪ ξ, ξ η and F ,G ≪ 1, it is a good approximation to assume an arbitrary background is
crossed (electric and magnetic fields perpendicular and equal in magnitude). A focussed laser
pulse is then taken to be a perturbation around the plane wave background which is an example
of a propagating crossed field.
The plane wave model is central to numerical codes that wish to include QED effects in laser-
plasma interactions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. This is because they rely upon the locally
constant field approximation. This has the premise that when ξ ≫ 1, formation regions of QED
processes become much smaller than the pulse wavelength and so the field can be approximated
as locally constant [20]. Therefore a better understanding of when the accuracy of the plane
wave model is questionable will also have an impact on experimental design and analysis, which
invariably invokes numerical simulation.
The Proceeding is organised as follows: we begin in section 2 with a recap of non-lightlike
fields, followed by an analysis of solutions to the Klein Gordon equation for k2 < 0 in section
3, detailing scalar charged particle dynamics for the case of over-the-barrier, under-the-barrier
and periodic background scattering. In sections 4 and 5 we analyse the solution and various
approximations by calculating the scalar particle quasimomentum and the field-theory current.
In section 6 we conclude the presentation of results.
2. Non-lightlike fields
The Faraday tensor of a plane wave can be written Fµν = Fµν(ϕ) where ϕ = k · x and
k2 = 0. We choose to relax one of these conditions and study non-lightlike fields, for which
F = F (ϕ) but k2 6= 0. If k2 > 0, then one can perform a Lorentz transformation to a
frame in which k = ω(1, 0, 0, 0) and the wave is entirely timelike. This would correspond to
a homogeneous but time-dependent electric field. This case has been studied in various works
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. If k2 < 0 then one can perform a Lorentz transformation to a
frame in which k = ω(0, 0, 0, 1) and the wave is entirely spacelike. This would correspond to
an inhomogeneous but constant magnetic field. This has also been studied in various works
[21, 29]. Some motivation for studying SFQED in non-lightlike backgrounds also comes from
experiments using energetic particle beams with oriented crystals [30], suggested experiments
using laboratory plasmas [31] and observations of strongly-magnetised astrophysical systems [32].
If one takes the magnetic case k = ω(0, 0, 0, 1), then after performing a Lorentz transforma-
tion in the z-direction, the wavevector becomes k = ωγβ(1, 0, 0, 1/β). As β → 1, the wavevector
tends to that of a plane wave background. But however relativistic the transformation, k2 6= 0,
as it is invariant. We highlight that non-lightlike fields are relativistically inequivalent to plane
wave fields. In particular, charges in undulators and charges in lasers are not equivalent [33].
Combinations of plane-wave fields can be both of magnetic and electric character. Take a
standing wave made from two, counterpropagating, circularly-polarised plane waves, which has
a vector potential:
A(ϕ1, ϕ2) = C {ε1 cosϕ1 + ε2 sinϕ1 + ε1 cosϕ2 + ε2 sinϕ2} ,
where {k1, ε1, ε2} and {k2, ε1, ε2} are two dreibeins and we pick k1 = ω(1, ~n), k2 = ω(1,−~n),
with ~n · ~n = 1. Ponderomotive terms in a plane wave are related to the square of the vector
potential. We see:
A2(ϕ∆) = −2C2(1 + cosϕ∆); ϕ∆ = k∆ · x, k∆ = k1 − k2,
and k2
∆
< 0. Alternatively, at a magnetic node of this standing wave, for example if ~n = (0, 0, 1),
in the z = 0 plane, we see ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ω(1, 0, 0, 0) · x = k¯ · x where k¯ = ω(1, 0, 0, 0), for which
k¯2 > 0. Classical and quantum electron dynamics for these two cases have recently been studied
in [34], in the following, we concentrate on a single plane wave with magnetic character k2 < 0.
3. The second-order Klein-Gordon equation
In recent publications [34, 35], the classical and scalar quantum dynamics in some example
non-lightlike backgrounds have been analysed. Here we concentrate on the solution of the
Klein-Gordon equation:[
D2 +m2
]
Φ = 0; D = ∂ + ia; a = eA.
One can proceed with the usual ansatz that is employed to acquire the plane wave solution
Φ = F (ϕ) exp(ip · x), to give:
k2 F ′′ − 2i k · pF ′ + (2 a · p− a2)F = 0.
If the plane-wave case is taken and k2 → 0 (not via a boost, but via a co-ordinate rotation
[36, 37, 38, 39]) set, we see that the solution can be solved immediately by exponentiation and
we recover:
F = exp [−iupw(ϕ)] ; upw(ϕ) =
∫ ϕ 2a(φ) · p− a2(φ)
2k · p dφ,
where upw is the plane wave or “Volkov” exponent [1]. However, if k
2 6= 0, the Klein-Gordon
(KG) equation is of second-order. We immediately identify that a perturbative approach of
neglecting the k2 term is problematic: a condition for perturbation theory to apply is that the
number of solutions to an equation should not change in the limit of of zero perturbation [40].
Still, one of the solutions will turn out to be unphysical, so there is some hope the plane wave
limit may still be a good approximation. Making the alternative ansatz Φ = G(ϕ) exp(ip˜ · x)
where p˜ = p− (k · p/k2)k, we acquire a second-order equation for G in normal form:
k2G′′ + 2(a · p˜− a2)G =
(
p˜2 −m2
)
G. (1)
Since we are interested in the plane-wave limit and perturbations around this, k2 can be the
smallest invariant in the problem. This motivates us to map Eq. (1) onto the nonlinear
Schro¨dinger equation:
− h¯
2
2
G′′ + V (ϕ)G = EG, (2)
for potential V and energy E . We distinguish three cases: i) over the barrier; ii) under the
barrier scattering and iii) a periodic background.
3.1. Over the barrier / head-on scattering
Let us consider k2 < 0 and a = mξfˆµ where fˆµ is of order unity. k
2 is the smallest parameter,
and to set the scattering to be over the barrier, we pick k · p/√−k2 ≫ p⊥, where p⊥ is the
electron’s momentum perpendicular to the external field wavevector. We also assume p⊥ ≪ mξ
(the transverse momentum acquired by an electron in a plane wave field is of the order p⊥ ≈ mξ
[9]). Normalising Eq. (1) by (mξ)2, we identify:
V ∼ fˆ2 ∼ 1; − h¯
2
2
=
k2
(mξ)2
≪ 1.
For this to be over-the-barrier scattering, we require the particle energy to be much larger
than the potential. In other words, we require E ∼ (γ/mξ)2 ≫ 1. This “high-energy” set-up
then ensures the smallest parameter is multiplying the highest derivative, which is the typical
situation where one can employ the WKB method to acquire a semiclassical solution [40]:
G(ϕ) ∼
[
1
E − V (ϕ)
]1/4
exp
[
± i
h¯
∫ ϕ√
2(E − V )
]
(3)
(the ± sign will be fixed by the ξ → 0 limit or the asymptotic sign of k · p). This approach
is known in SFQED [41, 42] and has recently been further developed to study high-energy
particle-laser collisions [43, 44, 45].
3.2. Under the barrier / wide-angle scattering
In contrast to the high-energy, head-on scattering case, this type of dynamics is characterised
by lower energies and large transverse momenta. It is known that quantum effects can lead
to a transverse spreading of an electron beam that is distinct from classical or beam-shape
effects [46]. To demonstrate barrier effects, we take the background field to be of the form:
aµ = mξlµsech(ϕ) = mξlµg(ϕ), which produces a sech-like localised potential maximum. In this
case we have:
− h¯
2
2
=
k2
3m2ξ2
; V =
g2 + 2g
3
; E = p˜
2 −m2
3m2ξ2
,
and we have chosen the electron’s perpendicular momentum to be of the order of that acquired
in a plane-wave background p⊥ = −mξl⊥. We also take p˜2 ≈ m2. We then pick E = 0.995 for
a potential of height V = 1, to demonstrate barrier transmission. In Fig. 1 the reflection and
transmission of the electron wavefunction becomes evident. Also plotted is the perturbative,
plane-wave-like result, which is effectively blind to the barrier.
3.3. Periodic fields
If the KG equation is written for monochromatic, circularly-polarised vector potential, it can be
cast in the form:
d2G
dy2
− 2Q cos(2y)G = −AG; A = 4
k2
(
(k · p)2
k2
+m2ξ2
)
; Q = −4mξ|p⊥|
k2
,
and y = ϕ/2, which is a recognised form of the Mathieu Equation [40] (the case of linear
polarisation leads to a Hill equation, recently studied in [24, 25, 26]). Solutions to the Mathieu
equation can be written in the form G = φ(ϕ) exp[iν(A,Q)ϕ], where φ is a periodic function
and ν(A,Q) is referred to as the “Mathieu characteristic exponent” [40] or “Floquet exponent”
[47]. Certain regions of A-Q parameter-space lead to an imaginary Floquet exponent and since
ϕ can be arbitrarily large and of positive or negative sign, this would indicate an infinitely
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Figure 1. Comparison of the numerical solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in the sech-type
potential with the perturbative approximation of neglecting the k2 term in the KG equation.
The particle energy E = 0.995 (horizontal dashed line) is chosen to be just below the peak of the
potential (black dashed line). The initial conditions initial conditions G(−5) = 1, G′(−5) = 0
have been used.
large wavefunction normalisation constant. These regions are referred to as “gaps” due to the
vanishing probability of an electron possessing these parameters for an arbitrarily-long time.
Regions where the imaginary part of the Floquet exponent are zero are referred to as “bands”.
(A recent discussion of the connection of this band structure with resurgence can be found in
[48] and references therein.) The position of these structures is indicated in Fig. 2.
Also the Mathieu equation can be mapped onto the Schro¨dinger equation in Eq. (2) using
the following assignment:
h¯2
2
=
2
Q
, V = cosϕ, E = A
2Q
.
The cosine potential describes an infinite number of degenerate local minima. The large-Q limit
corresponds to an electron being captured in a minimum which locally resembles a harmonic
oscillator with high and steep walls. In the small-Q limit, one expects tunneling between
neighbouring minima to become more probable.
4. Quasimomentum
To compare various approximations to the periodic background solution, one can study the
quasimomentum q in each approach. The quasimomentum is that quantity which occurs in
global energy-momentum conserving delta-functions. For the k2 < 0 periodic background case,
the exact quasimomentum can be written as [21, 29] qµ = p˜µ − sign(k · p) ν(A,Q) kµ/2. The
exponent in the WKB case Eq. (3) contains an incomplete elliptic integral of the second
kind, E(·|·), leading to a quasimomentum similar in form to the exact quasimomentum, but
with ν(A,Q) → √A− 2QE[π/2,−4Q/(A − 2Q)] when the cycle-average is performed. If Q is
small, the exact quasimomentum can be written using the small-Q expansion of the exponent
ν(A,Q) ≈ √A [47]. The accuracy of these approximations as well as the classical solution for
the longitudinal component of the quasimomentum, are displayed in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2. A plot of the Floquet exponent. Forbidden parameter regions or “gaps”, in which the
imaginary part of the Floquet exponent is non-zero, are indicated by linear hatching. Permissible
regions or “bands”, in which the imaginary part of the Floquet exponent is zero “bands” are
indicated by solid colours. The shaded area within the dotted line is in principle accessible to
an electron in a circularly-polarised monochromatic plane wave for which k2 < 0.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the longitudinal quasimomentum component for various
approximations. Left: Q = 1/10 small-Q example. Right: Q = 10 large-Q example. The
imaginary parts of the exact solution are shown with orange dashed lines, whereas the real
part is shown with a solid green line. Left of the vertical line delineates the under-the-barrier,
classically-forbidden region. Horizontal lines in the exact solution indicate forbidden regions.
For A < 2Q, under the barrier, the band and gap structure is clearly visible. However, the
approximations are blind to the band/gap structure, which also occurs at values over the barrier.
5. Current conservation
One way to understand the discrepancy between the perturbative, plane-wave-like result and
the correct electron wavefunction is to calculate the field theory current:
Jµ(x) = Φ
†∂µΦ− ∂µ
(
Φ†
)
Φ+ 2aµΦ
†Φ.
From current conservation, we know ∂µJµ = (d/dϕ)k · J = 0. Then we find:
Jpwµ = pµ − aµ(ϕ) + upw(ϕ) kµ; Jwkbµ =
πµ(ϕ)
s(ϕ)
where we have used the definition
πµ = pµ − aµ(ϕ) + k · p
k2
[s(ϕ)− 1] kµ s(ϕ) =
√
1 +
2k2
k · p upw.
Since ϕ = k · p, we see that for WKB, and hence classically, the current is conserved as
k · Jwkb/k · p = 1. However, for the plane wave model we have: k · Jpw = 1 + 2εu(ϕ), for
ε = k2/2k · p ≪ 1. Therefore, the plane wave model violates current conservation to the order
O(ε), which is particularly relevant for cases of nontrivial barrier transmission/reflection, as
already shown in Fig. 1.
6. Conclusions
The plane wave model has been the focus of laser-based SFQED calculations for several decades.
Due to a linear relationship between the electron phase and and the proper time, the classical
dynamics in a plane wave is integrable (there exist three conserved quantities in addition to
the mass-shell condition). The quantum case is essentially the WKB solution, which is exact.
However, when the null condition k2 = 0 is relaxed, since dϕ(τ)/dτ = s[ϕ(τ)] k ·p/m the relation
between phase and proper time becomes implicit and an integration is required to obtain the
explicit relationship.
We have presented some solutions to the Klein Gordon equation for non-null (k2 < 0), uni-
variate transverse fields. The WKB solution ceases to be exact in this case, making the exact
solution non-Volkov in character. Approximations based on WKB seem to work well, but can
miss some of the non-perturbative structure e.g. the band-gap structure in parameter space for
an electron in a periodic background field.
Non-null fields were mentioned to occur at the magnetic node of a standing wave, for which
k2 > 0. This is particularly relevant to simulations of electromagnetic cascades, which of-
ten invoke the (constant) plane wave model in a homogeneous, time-dependent electric field
[49, 11, 12, 13].
If a perturbative solution is invoked, in which the k2 term is neglected, or included to
first order by a “reduction-of-order approach” [35], for high-energy, over-the-barrier problems,
the approximation appears promising (this depends on the field set-up: for example, see the
problem at the magnetic node of a standing wave detailed in [34]). The advantage with such an
approximation is that it is independent of the form of the background. However, when barrier
reflection or tunneling becomes relevant, important dynamical details are missed by all such
first-order approaches.
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